Change Ownership
How to Change Ownership. A text transcription of the video instructions follows:

When necessary, it is possible to change the ownership of a vehicle in your database and still keep its repair history intact. It may be a case of your customer selling their vehicle to a new or existing customer. Maybe they sold it and the buyer is unknown but you want to preserve that detailed repair history, just in case. Perhaps your shop is purchasing it from the customer and there’s a need to own it temporarily awaiting resale. Change Ownership can address all of these instances. Please know that this function cannot be engaged with an order open as it could change information and create confusion. Therefore it is provided on the Vehicle screen only when the user is in the 3 tab maintenance view. Since this feature is not used on a daily basis and could cause a problem, so we limit its access to prevent that from happening. Get to the 3 tab view by clicking on Utilities, Customer Screen. Click Name and enter the former customer’s name; if you can’t remember, use License plate on the Vehicle screen to get to the vehicle record. Once you have the correct vehicle selected, click on Change Ownership and this opens the rolodex of customer names. If it is another existing customer, simply find them in this list and click OK. The system will display a confirmation message with both names. Once you click ‘Yes’, the vehicle and its repair history will now be found under the new name. Please note that any account balances always stay with the original customer who owned the vehicle at the time of repairs performed. If the vehicle was sold to a new customer that the owner recommended to them, click on New and use the dialog box to enter the new customer’s basic information. When it asks to confirm the ownership change, answer YES. Now the Customer screen with the new owner name displays and now you can finish entering phone numbers, email address, and so on. If your customer sells a vehicle and you need to remove it from their customer record but there’s no other place to go with it, use Change Ownership to move that vehicle record to an ‘orphan' customer record you create; that way all of the repair history stays intact. (NOTE: If you’re using CRM, remember to un-check it’s box on the Vehicle screen) Then when the vehicle record is needed, either go to your orphan customer record and see it listed or search by VIN# or license to locate it for ownership re-assignment. Later when you click on the History tab and it involves one of these vehicles, there will be different views available. By default the History view selector is on Vehicle coming from a live order. This is handy to see all of the repair history ever done on that vehicle, regardless of who owned it. All prior invoices will retain the former owner’s name and all new invoices from this point on will use the new customer’s name. Changing the History view selector to Customer will change the view to ONLY those invoices written while owned by this current customer. That view will also include invoices for any other vehicles owned by that customer.
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